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Abstract
In this paper, we propose a single low-dimensional representation for entities found in different datasets on the web. Our proposed PIC-D embeddings can represent large D-partite graphs using small number of dimensions enabling fast similarity queries. Our experiments show that this representation can be constructed in small amount of time (linear in number of dimensions). We demonstrate how it can be used for variety of similarity queries like set expansion, automatic set instance acquisition, and column classification. Our approach results in comparable precision with respect to task specific baselines and up to two orders of magnitude improvement in terms of query response time.

1 Introduction
On the web, many entities are mentioned many times, in many contexts. In particular, many entities appear frequently in hyponym patterns or “Hearst patterns” [8] (e.g., “cities such as New York”, or more abstractly, “concept such as entity”) and also in semi-structured web pages that can be easily parsed into tables and lists. In past work, hyponym and table data about entities has been used to address a number of distinct tasks, such as fact extraction (e.g., [5]), semi-supervised learning (e.g., [14, 5]), set expansion (e.g., [19]), determining the type of columns in tables (e.g., [9]), and automatic set instance acquisition (e.g., [18]).

However, existing methods to solve these tasks make quite different use of the underlying data: for instance, SEAL [19] performs set expansion by performing web queries and recognizing “wrappers” for semi-structured pages and merging the results on-the-fly, while WebTables [2] uses a pre-computed collection of tables with header information to perform schema auto-completion. Label propagation methods like MAD [14] can address multiple such tasks using the same graph based representation, but results in huge query response times. Having diverse methods for processing web data, with diverse storage and access requirements, can lead to unnecessary inefficiencies and complexities.

Let us consider a scenario where there is a large set of entities \(x_1, \ldots, x_n\), small number \(m\) of them are labeled \((x_1, y_1), \ldots, (x_m, y_m)\). We have \(D\) different datasets which has co-occurrence information about \(x_i\)’s. Some examples of such datasets are co-occurrence of entities in HTML table columns on the Web pages, occurrences of entities in the free text around Hearst patterns [8], occurrences of entities as Subject-Verb-Object triples etc. Our focus is on representing this high-dimensional data about entities in a low dimensional representation so that, many similarity queries can be efficiently executed against this presentation. Consider following three tasks:

1. **Set Expansion (SE) [19]**: Here the query is a set of seed entities \(\{x_1, \ldots, x_s\}\) of a single class \(y\), and the task is to return a larger set of entities from the same class (e.g., given a set of three seed baseball teams, find more teams from the same league.)

2. **Concept name expansion, or “automatic set instance acquisition” (ASIA) [18]**: Here the query is a single class name (e.g., “baseball teams”). The task is to return a set of instances of that concept.

3. **Column Classification (COL-CLASS) [9]**: Here again we have a set of seed examples and unlabeled examples. The task is to learn a classifier that can predict the class label \(y_c\) for an unlabeled table column \(c\) where \(c\) is a set of examples \(c = \{x_1, \ldots, x_c\}\).

Note that \(x_i\)’s mentioned here are entities, and the above mentioned tasks can be considered as similarity queries because they rely on putting similar entities closer to each other in the data space. Our hypothesis is that If *we can learn a low dimensional data representation in which entities belonging to the same concept are together, we can solve the above mentioned tasks efficiently operating in this low dimensional space.*

Contributions of this paper are as follows: (1) We propose a low-dimensional representation (henceforth referred to as the PIC-D representation) and handle the distinct tasks listed above as similarity queries to be executed against this representation. (2) Further we demonstrate that the
PIC-D representation can be created very quickly, in time linearly proportional to the total number of dimensions in the dataset. Once this pre-processing is done, queries run much faster in the lower-dimensional space. (3) We compare our proposed approach with baseline approaches like similarity queries over the original high-dimensional space and state of the art label propagation techniques [14].

We are interested in representing the data extracted from the web, hence we consider three representations that can be constructed efficiently for very large datasets. One such scheme is to represent each entity as a sparse vector of all its occurrences in all datasets. Another potential scheme is a graph, in which entities along with all features are nodes and edges represent co-occurrence of entities with features. Finally, we consider our proposed PIC-D representation for this graph, which internally uses an efficient network clustering method called Power Iteration Clustering [11].

To demonstrate our representation, we use hyponym and semi-structured occurrence data from the web, and represent it as a tri-partite graph. Our experiments show that this representation is generally preferable to other methods, especially with respect to performance at query time (12x to 240x faster than the sparse representation and 65x to 300x faster when compared to state of the art label propagation technique [14]) at the expense of modest pre-processing time (around 365 msec. for a graph with half a million edges).

Below, Section 2 describes our low-dimensional representation named PIC-D representation. Then Section 3 discusses how we can make sure that the PIC-D is a reasonable representation of the underlying data. Section 4 demonstrates the use of this representation for the previously mentioned similarity queries. Experimental results on various semi-structured datasets are described in Section 5. Section 6 discusses previous work in this research area, and finally we present our conclusions in Section 7.

2 The PIC-D Representation

We propose a low-dimensional representation for entities based on the embedding internally used by the PIC algorithm [11]. Briefly, PIC assigns each node in a graph an initial random numeric value, and then performs an iterative update which brings together the values assigned to nearby nodes, thus producing a one-dimensional embedding of a graph.

Algorithm 1 describes the procedure of creating the PIC-D representation for a \((D+1)\)-partite graph containing entity occurrences in \(D\) different datasets. Figure 1 shows the schematic diagram of intermediate matrices while creating this embedding. Specifically, we start with \(m\) random vectors to generate \(m\)-dimensional PIC embedding for each bi-partite graph corresponding to each dataset. Since we have \(D\) such bipartite graphs, we create embeddings for each of them separately and final PIC-D embedding is the concatenation of these individual embeddings. (See Section 5.2 gives some insights on how to choose a right value of \(m\)).

We have experimented with a version of this algorithm in which we create PIC embeddings of the data by concatenating the dimensions first instead of computing separate embeddings and later concatenating them. We observed that the version showed in Algorithm 1 performs as good as or better than its variant. Further, PIC is proved to be equivalent to computing diffusion maps followed by random projection of points in a one dimensional space (10 Section 3.6). Instead PIC-D representation can be considered as random projection in \(m \ast D\) dimensional space.

We use Algorithm 1 to produce a low-dimensional embedding of a tripartite graph, in particular the data graph of Figure 2(a). This tri-partite graph is populated using entity-tableColumn co-occurrence dataset and Hyponym Concept dataset published by Dalvi et al. [5]. Each edge derived from the entity-tableColumn dataset links an entity name with an identifier for a table column in which the entity name appeared. Each edge derived from the Hyponym Concept Dataset links an entity X and a concept Y with which it appeared in the context of a Hearst pattern (weighted by frequency in a large web corpus). We combine these edges to form a tripartite graph, as shown in Figure 2(a). Occurrences of entities with hyponym (or “such as”) concepts form a bipartite graph on the left, and occurrences of entities in various table-columns form the bipartite graph on the right. Our hypothesis is that entities co-occurring in multiple table columns and/or with similar suchas concepts might belong to the same class label.

Here we have two bipartite graphs, entity-tableColumn and entity-suchasConcept. We create bipartite PIC embeddings for each of these in turn (retaining only the part of the embedding relevant to the entities). The embedding for enti-
ties is then the concatenation of these separate embeddings.

Our hypothesis is that these embeddings will cluster similar entities together. Figure 2 (b) shows an example PIC-D embedding of the tri-partite graph with \( d = 2 \) and \( m = 2 \). Columns X1 and X2 denote the PIC embeddings corresponding to entity-tableColumn bipartite graph, while Y1 and Y2 represent the embeddings corresponding to entity-suchas bipartite graph. In the next section, we will discuss how to evaluate whether the PIC-D embeddings are reasonable.

### 3 Is the PIC-D representation reasonable?

We would like the PIC-D representation to capture the properties of the underlying dataset, so that similar entities (belonging to the same concept) are put closer to each other in the new low-dimensional space. In this section we will discuss how to tune the parameters of Algorithm 1 to generate a reasonable PIC-D representation.

#### Parameter Tuning

There are two parameters in Algorithm 1:

1. \( t \): number of iterations of PIC algorithm
2. \( m \): number of dimensions of the PIC-D embedding.

We set \( t \) to a small number (say 5) to generate independent embeddings starting with different random initialization vectors. We then note that the effectiveness of the PIC-D representation depends on parameter \( m \).

We use semi-supervised learning task to measure the effectiveness of the PIC-D representation. Here the query is a small set of labeled “seed” examples \((x_1, y_1), \ldots, (x_m, y_m)\) and many unlabeled instances \(x_{m+1}, \ldots, x_n\). The task is to label the unlabeled instances accurately with labels \(y\) (i.e., we assume a transductive setting [14].)

To use the PIC-D representation for this task, we simply learn a linear classifier in the embedded space. In Section 5.2, we experiment with various datasets to find the relation between ideal value of \( m \) for a given dataset with \( n \) number of dimensions. We also note that SSL task is much more effective (precision on test data) with the use of PIC-D representation than applying graph-based iterative semi-supervised learning methods [14].
4 Similarity Queries on PIC-D
In this section we will see how the PIC-D representation for entities can be used for different tasks. In general, our algorithms exploit the property that semantically similar entities are nearby (with respect to Euclidean distance) in the PIC-D space. In the experimental section, we will also discuss baseline approaches to solving each of these tasks using the other representations.

4.1 Set Expansion Set expansion refers to the problem of expanding a set of “seed” entities into a larger set of entities of the same type. Algorithm 2 formally describes how to perform set expansion with the PIC-D representation. Given a set of query entities, the algorithm computes their centroid in PIC-D space. $k$ nearest neighbors are then found by measuring distances from the centroid using a KD-tree. At the end we apply Otsu’s threshold the ranked list of entities to get optimal set expansion for a given set of seed entities.

In some prior set expansion papers, the result of set expansion was evaluated as a ranked list [17]; however, here we apply Otsu’s thresholding algorithm [13] to select expansion time using queries to the web. such as SEAL [19] ranked nodes using random-walk-with-expansion was evaluated as a ranked list [17]; however, such as SEAL [19] ranked nodes using random-walk-with-

Algorithm 2: Set Expansion with K-NN on PIC-D

4.2 Automatic Set Instance Acquisition (ASIA) This task takes as input the name of a semantic class (e.g., “countries”) and automatically outputs its instances (e.g., “USA”, “India”, “China” etc.). As described in Algorithm 3 we look up instances of the given class in the hyponym dataset, and then perform set expansion on these - a process analogous to that used in a prior work [18]. Here, however, we again use Algorithm 2 for set expansion in the PIC space created using only entity-tableColumn bipartite graph. The entity-suchasConcept data is used only to find seeds for a particular class $Y$. Again this method requires minimal resources at query time.

Algorithm 3: ASIA on PIC-D

4.3 Column Classification Column classification is similar to using SSL for entity classification, except that our system is tested by finding a class label for an entire column of a table—a column which contains entities of the same (unknown) type. This operation is useful in many contexts—e.g., in schema integration, or in indexing semi-structured web pages with relevant terms for retrieval.

Algorithm 4 describes our approach. SVM classifiers are learned as in the SSL learning case for each class of interest. Given a novel column $c = \{x_1, \ldots, x_k\}$, the PIC-D representation is retrieved for each entity $x_i$. Note that some entities may not correspond to nodes in the original tripartite graph; these entities are simply ignored. To classify column $c$, we find the centroid of all the $x_i$ s that are represented in the PIC-D space, and classify that centroid with the SVM classifier. This is a very inexpensive operation, since SVM uses linear classifier.

In the experiments we compare this approach to performing SVM classification in the original space. In addition to classifying the centroid of the examples, we also consider taking the majority classification.

Algorithm 4: Column Classification using PIC-D

Table 1 shows the summary of all tasks being represented as a set of simple operations on PIC-D representation:

5 Experiments
In this section we evaluate the performance of the PIC-D representation on publicly available and extensively labeled datasets described in Section 5.1. Then in Section 5.2 we will evaluate whether the PIC-D representation is...
Table 1: Summary of tasks

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dataset</th>
<th>Toy_Apple</th>
<th>Delicious_Sports</th>
<th>ASIA_INT</th>
<th>Clueweb_Sports</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td># HTML pages</td>
<td>574</td>
<td>21K</td>
<td>121K</td>
<td>918K</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td># entities</td>
<td>14,996</td>
<td>438</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>C</td>
<td># table-columns</td>
<td>156</td>
<td>925</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(x, c)</td>
<td># (x, c) edges</td>
<td>70,551</td>
<td>5,546</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Yc</td>
<td># suchas concepts</td>
<td>2348</td>
<td>1649</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(x, Yc)</td>
<td># (x, Yc) edges</td>
<td>7683</td>
<td>4799</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Yc</td>
<td># NELL Classes</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(x, Yc)</td>
<td># (x, Yc) pairs</td>
<td>419</td>
<td>39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Yc</td>
<td># manual column labels</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(c, Yc)</td>
<td># (c, Yc) pairs</td>
<td>156</td>
<td>925</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Scalability: Here we evaluate the scalability of our data representation by recording the time taken to create the PIC-D embeddings of four varying sized datasets. Table 3 shows the statistics of all four datasets in terms of number of edges, number of dimensions, number of PIC-D dimensions (m) and total time taken to create PIC-D embeddings. The plot in Figure 3 shows that total time required to create PIC-D embeddings grows linearly with number of dimensions of the dataset.

How many dimensions (m) in PIC-D? We use Semi-supervised learning (SSL) task as a way to evaluate the the effectiveness of the PIC-D representation. Carlson et al describe NELL, a semi-supervised information extraction system for web data that works by using SSL to classify entity names found on the web [3]. We used a version of the NELL knowledge base to provide labels for entities in our datasets. To evaluate the PIC embeddings in terms of predicting these classes, we compared the performance of an SVM classifier on the PIC embeddings (named SVM+PIC-D) vs. the original high-dimensional dataset (named SVM-baseline); in SVM-baseline the hyponyms and table-columns associated with an entity are simply used as features. The number of iterations t for PIC were set to t = 5 in these experiments.

Algorithm 2 internally uses a parameter m i.e. number of PIC dimensions per bipartite graph. We study the SSL performance varying number of PIC dimensions on all four datasets. Figure 4(a) shows the results on Delicious_Sports dataset. We can see that as the number of PIC dimensions increase, performance of the classifier improves for various values of training percentage and when m = 110 implying total number of dimensions in the PIC-D representation are 220, the performance is very similar to SVM-Baseline.

Since SSL data is not always available, we performed some experiments to determine how quickly m grows with the total number of dimensions n. Figure 4(b) shows the effect of varying m on all four datasets with 20% of the training data available (and the remaining 80% as test). On these datasets, when m = m, SVM+PIC-D performs com-

Table 2: Datasets Statistics

Table 3: Time statistics for PIC-D embeddings
Semi-Supervised Learning with tuned parameter (m)

Henceforth we always pick $m = \sqrt{n}$, where $n$ is the total number of dimensions in the dataset. Now let us see with this fixed value of $m$, how effective the PIC-D representation is on the task of Semi-Supervised Learning. Figure 5 shows the plot of accuracy vs. training size for Toy_Apple and Clueweb_Sports datasets. We can see that SVM+PIC-D performs better than baseline with less training data, hence is better in SSL scenarios. Both these methods perform better than MAD for small training size. We observed very similar results for ASIA_INT and Delicious_Sports datasets, SVM+PIC-D method being comparable or better than SVM-Baseline, and better than MAD (plots omitted due to space constraints).

Also note that the PIC-D embedding reduces the number of dimensions to square root of actual number of dimensions. In these experiments, we use 10-fold cross validation for all training set sizes by randomly sampling $x\%$ of training data in each fold. Note that when we say training percentage = $x$, we sample $x\%$ of data per class label. Hence we can say that the PIC-D representation is reasonable for these datasets and it can represent the underlying class-label distribution in small number of dimensions.

5.3 Set Expansion

We manually labeled every table column from Delicious_Sports and Toy_Apple datasets. These labels are referred to as $Y_c$ in Table 2. This also gives us labels for the entities residing in these table-columns. For this task we construct queries which contain all entities from a single table column $c$, and use label $y_c$ assigned to column $c$ to evaluate correctness. (All columns $c$ of Delicious.Sports and Toy_Apple datasets are manually labeled.)

One baseline approach runs K-Nearest Neighbor on the original high-dimensional dataset (referred to as K-NN-Baseline). We also consider a use of MAD for this task, which is described below.

5.3.1 Unsupervised Modified Adsorption (MAD) for Set Expansion

SEAL [19] performs set expansion by performing web queries, recognizing “wrappers” for semi-structured pages, building a graph similar to the entity-tableColumn portion of our graph, and then ranking nodes in the graph using a simple label propagation technique. Inspired by this approach, we adapted the MAD algorithm [14], a state-of-the-art semi-supervised learning method, to the set expansion
Following Talukdar et al. [15], we adapt MAD for unsupervised learning by associating each table-column node with its own id as a label, and propagating these labels to other table-columns. MAD also includes a "dummy label", so after propagation every table-column $T_q$ will be labeled with a weighted set of table-column ids $T_{s_1}, ..., T_{s_n}$ (including its own id), and a weight for the "dummy label".

We denote MAD’s weight for associating table-column id $T_s$ with table column $T_q$ as $P(T_s|T_q)$, and consider the ids $T_{s_1}, ..., T_{s_n}$ with a weight higher than the dummy label’s weight. We consider $e_1, e_2, ..., e_n$, the union of entities present in columns $T_{s_1}, ..., T_{s_n}$, and rank them in descending order score, where $\text{score}(e_i, T_q) = \sum_{j: e_i \in T_{s_j}} P(T_{s_j}|T_q)$.

### 5.3.2 Comparison of Various Methods

Table 4 presents the running time results for all three methods on 272 set expansion queries from Delicious_Sports dataset and 152 queries on Toy_Apple dataset. K-NN+PIC-D method incurs a small amount of pre-processing time (0.053 and 0.487 sec.) to create embeddings and compared to other two methods it is very fast at the query time. The numbers show average query times for both the datasets. Note the speedup numbers to create embeddings and compared to other two methods it is very fast at the query time. The numbers show average query times for both the datasets. Note the speedup numbers for K-NN+PIC-D method, indicating the speedup of 13x to 240x over K-NN-Baseline and 65x to 150x over MAD. Thus the PIC-D representation results in very fast execution of similarity queries.

Next we compare the three methods in terms of precision and recall of set expansion. Figure 5(a) shows the aggregate Precision-Recall curves for all 3 methods on the Set Expansion task on Delicious_Sports dataset. The 272 queries that we executed belong to 12 different column-labels. We first aggregate the precision values of all queries in a single class, and Figure 5(a) shows the plots of macro-averaging these precision recall curves across 12 classes. We can see that MAD algorithm performs the best in terms of precision recall curve, at the expense of drastic increase in run time of queries (Table 4). K-NN+PIC-D produce comparable results to K-NN-Baseline along with the speedup at query time. Table 5 shows some example queries and results produced by K-NN+PIC-D method on Clueweb_Sports dataset.

### 5.4 Automatic Set Instance Acquisition

For the automatic set instance acquisition (ASIA) task, we use concept-names from Hyponym Concept Dataset ($Y_s$) as queries. Similar to the Set Expansion task, we compare K-NN+PIC-D to the K-NN-Baseline and MAD methods.

#### 5.4.1 MAD used for ASIA task

To use MAD for this task, the concept name $Y_s$ is injected as label for the ten entities that co-occur most with $Y_s$, and the label propagation algorithm is run. Each entity $e_i$ that scores higher than the dummy label is then ranked based on the probability of the label $Y_s$ for that entity.

Table 5 shows that K-NN+PIC-D takes on average only 20 msec. to run a ASIA query as compared to 56 msec. by K-NN-Baseline and 6000 msec. by MAD. These query times are averaged over a set of 25 ASIA queries from Delicious_Sports dataset. Figure 6(b) shows the comparison of all three methods on the ASIA task in terms of macro-averaged precision recall curves (following the same procedure for averaging as in set expansion). K-NN+PIC-D generally outperforms K-NN-Baseline. MAD
is slightly better than K-NN+PIC-D at the expense of much longer query times. These results show that K-NN+PIC-D achieves comparable quality results w.r.t MAD by reducing the query time by a factor of 300 (Table 4). Table 6 shows some example ASIA queries and output produced by K-NN+PIC-D method on Delicious_Sports dataset.

### 5.5 Column Classification

For this task we use the manual labels ($Y_c$) assigned to all table columns of Delicious_Sports and Toy_Apple datasets. These labels are further extended to entities appearing in those table columns. Column Classification (COL-CLASS) task is to predict $Y_c$ for a given table column $c$, using a classifier trained on few example entities for each $Y_c$.

We refer to our method described in Algorithm 4 as SVM+PIC-D+Centroid. Similar to SSL task, we create a version of this method which trains SVM classifier and predicts class label of the column in original data space. This method is referred to as SVM-Baseline+Centroid. Figure 6 (c) shows the performance of all these two methods on Delicious_Sports dataset. It can be seen that SVM+PIC-D+Centroid gives a comparable or better performance when compared to SVM-Baseline+Centroid. Note that along with the superior quality results, SVM+PIC-D+Centroid achieves a query-time speedup of 12x to 14x as shown in Table 4.

We also tried a variant of both these methods where prediction of the label of a table column is the majority of labels predicted for each of its entities. These methods are referred to as SVM+PIC-D+Majority and SVM-Baseline+Majority resp. We observed in our experiments that there is no significant difference between SVM+PIC-D+Centroid and SVM+PIC-D+Majority, while SVM-Baseline+Majority performs slightly better than SVM-Baseline+Centroid. The performance of these methods on Toy_Apple dataset followed very similar trends (plots omitted due to space constraints). Overall, PIC-D based methods performed better than baseline methods for both the datasets in terms of query-time and prediction accuracy.

### 6 Related Work

This work uses the Power Iteration Clustering (PIC) algorithm by Lin and Cohen [11]. We propose a low-dimensional representation for entities based on the embedding used internally by the PIC algorithm. Briefly, PIC assigns nearby values to similar nodes, thus producing a one-dimensional embedding of a graph. Clustering is then performed in this one-dimensional space. Extension of PIC for bipartite graphs is demonstrated by Lin and Cohen [12].

PIC is very scalable, and in past experiments it has shown to be comparable to spectral clustering methods for certain network datasets, and superior to traditional $k$-means clustering on certain text-clustering tasks (where a text corpus is represented as a bipartite graph with nodes that are terms or documents.) It has also been previously shown that the performance of PIC can be improved by using multiple random starting points, thus producing a low-dimensional (but not one-dimensional) embedding of a graph [11]. This paper considers D-partite graphs, and evaluates new oper-
ations (other than clustering) on the embedded space. We note that many of the tasks considered here are quite different from cases where PIC was previously used, in that there are many small clusters rather than a few large ones. We also showed that similarity queries can be executed extremely fast on the PIC-D embedding.

Another line of related work concerns information extraction from semi-structured web data sources. WebTables [2] demonstrated the utility of large corpora of HTML tables, and such data has been used for various inference tasks by several other researchers [19][6][10], including several of the individual tasks discussed above, notably set expansion using semi-structured data [19]. Set expansion has been used for tasks such as answering entity-list completion queries [4], and the semi-structured data used in set expansion has been extended with other sources, such as web search logs [7]. Wang and Cohen also used semi-structured data in an extended set-expansion system, in conjunction with hyponym data collected at query time, for the automatic set instance acquisition task [18].

The combination of tables and hyponym data was also used by [14] to learn class-instance facts of the form "entity x is a member of concept c", using a label propagation method called Modified Adsorption (MAD). Here we use the same representation as one of our baselines, and consider using MAD on this graph to propagate labels, but consider a broader set of tasks, and compare to other representations as well. WebSets [5] also demonstrated unsupervised class-instance fact extraction using HTML tables and Hearst patterns [3], and the data we use for evaluation is taken from the WebSets project [5]. Here again we consider using similar underlying data, but consider a different set of tasks.

7 Conclusions

In this paper, we propose a single low-dimensional representation for entities found in semi-structured data on the web. Further we show that a single, efficiently-constructible representation, the PIC-D representation, can be used for answering similarity queries like set expansion, automatic set instance acquisition, and column classification.

We present experiments on large collections of tables and hyponym data published by [5]. Our proposed approach gives comparable precision values with respect to the task specific baselines. Additionally, it gives up to two orders of magnitude improvement in query response time. The experimental success of our approach is especially encouraging given that there are very few parameters to tune in building the representation (only the number of iterations t for PIC and the number of PIC dimensions m, set to t = 5 and \( m = \sqrt{n} \) in the experiments).

These initial results raise a number of interesting questions. A plausible research direction would be to use the PIC-D representation with many more "views" of entity data (for instance, features describing the content of an entity name, or properties derived from large broad-coverage knowledge bases such as FreeBase). One could also investigate class-instance fact acquisition using the PIC-D representation.
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